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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Production Team

Formatting changes requested

-------------------------------
Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Please check weblink in references 3, 12 and 23.

Done - these are OK. Reference 3 is subscription only - Is this a problem?

Table vertical elements - Please note that we are unable to display vertical rules within the tables nor are we able to write text vertically within the cells - please re-layout your table without these vertical elements. We are unable to correctly display merged cells where the merged cell crosses rows.

Done

Additional files - All additional files must be mentioned in the text, or removed from the system.

OK

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Country - Please remember to include the country in the affiliation details.

Done

Please format 'Acknowledgments' as a paragraph rather than a list.

Done
Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions as this is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make changes after acceptance.

Thank you.